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Why SOG ?
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Since 1986, we’ve been creating the strongest
multi-tools on the market and the knives that make
your buddies drool. We don’t settle for the ordinary.
We never did, and we never will.
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Our split bullet logo symbolizes our determination
to produce quality products that stand up to
extreme conditions. It requires vision and tenacity
to dream beyond the expected in order to create the
exceptional. It takes a team that is dedicated and
disciplined to hold exacting tolerances that can make
the difference between magic and mediocrity... and all
of this at affordable prices! Actually SOG products are
so good... you’d expect to pay more.
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This high-speed composite photograph was taken at a millionth of a second and captures
a .45 caliber bullet after being fired from point blank range. The blade shows up white
where lead has been deposited after 17 shots. This is a testament to the durability of SOG
edges. Nobody should ever try to split a bullet with a knife edge, but isn’t it nice to know
that you could!

“I’d like to thank all of our customers through out
the world who continue to support SOG products
every day. I never would have envisioned that from
our humble beginnings in 1986... how influential our
designs have become. I am very excited this year to
offer an incredible lineup of industry ‘firsts’. As always,
innovative solutions at affordable prices will continue
to be our mission.”

Spencer Frazer
SOG’s manufacturing plant in
Lynnwood, Washington.
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SOG President & Chief Designer

SOG owners don’t just love their SOGs, they depend
on them every day for the expected and the unexpected.
SOG makes the only multi-tools in the world with one-handed
flip opening and gear-driven Compound Leverage™ for double the
plier power. From our miniatures to our industrial models, SOG has a multitool for every vocation.

PowerAssist

SOG is the world’s leader of specialized fixed blade knives. All of SOG’s fixed
blades offer superior sharpness, styling, feel and balance. This is why the US
Navy SEALs and other elite forces choose to carry SOG fixed blades on fronts
around the world. We also realize that you require knives to fit your everyday
use. That’s why we continue to develop new products and configurations to
keep you prepared for anything.

SEAL Pup Elite

You want cool? Okay, how about award–winning
folding knives that combine experimental design with
precision engineering? SOG takes risks to bring
you technological advancements such as the
Arc-Lock™ advanced blade lock mechanism,
and a whole new speed in lightning-quick
blade access with patented SOG Assisted
Technology (S.A.T.™).

SOG Trident
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“While serving in Iraq for the past two years as a
DoD Contractor and Military Advisor, I always had
SOG by my side. From the GOV-TAC, on my CLS
( Combat Life-Saving ) pack to my SCUBA-DEMO
in my go-bag, the Pentagon Elite II clipped in my
pocket, or the EOD Power-Lock; I never went anywhere without SOG by my side… My most used
tool while in Iraq without a doubt has to be my
EOD Power-Lock. Whether I was stripping or cutting wires, cracking open a cell-phone, scraping
battery posts, punching holes in different objects,
filing down metal obstructions, clipping off zip-ties,
or just using it as a HAMMER, my EOD PowerLock not only survived my abuse, it also survived
IED attacks, an RPG attack & having been shot at
numerous times (right along with me). Whatever I
asked of my SOG Knives or Tool while serving in
the Combat theatre of Iraq, they delivered time and
again. WELL DONE SOG!!!”

Chief Steven C Bronson, Most recently a
DOD Contractor and Military Advisor, who
managed the largest individual group of
intelligence contractor’s assigned to the Iraqi
theatre of operations working with military
intelligence in support of Operation Iraqi
Freedom.
Chief Bronson is also a retired NSW SBT Boat
- Guy, Decorated Combat veteran, former board
of director S E SWAT/National SWAT; former
Director of Training V-TAC; ITOA member,
IACSP Advisor, Police magazine advisor,
Policeone.com columnist, LIFETIME Member
UDT/SEAL Association, SWAT/SpecOps
Instructor; Director of Training for Tactical
Waterborne Operations since 1997.

Chief Steven C Bronson, Ret.
“I discovered SOG knives during my career in the
Marine Corps. After continuous need and practical
use of the Para Tool in an extreme situation, I was
thoroughly convinced that SOG would stand up
to any situation. Every SOG product I have ever
owned has outlasted and outperformed all other
edged weapons or tools I have tried. Now, in my
current job, and as law enforcement officer, my
colleagues’ continuously reaffirm SOG as an elite
choice. Whether it‘s in the field, on the street or
even at play, SOG weapons stand out and hold up
to any occasion. SOG helps create the tools we
want and need.”

Gary Drake is one of the nation’s most active

defensive tactics and firearms instructors. He
is a former U.S. MARINE with over 30 years
of Martial Arts experience. “Drake” carries 16
years in law enforcement, including SWAT,
Tactical Tracking, and High Security Transport/
Court Detail while in Corrections. Drake worked
as the Defensive Tactics Coordinator for a state
Police Academy and continuously trains and
instructs defensive tactics, fellow instructors,
SWAT, ERT, and SERT teams across the country. In addition, Drake earned the position as a
lead instructor for ARRESTLING. He currently
works as a military contractor, as well as a
reserve police officer.

Gary Drake, Defensive Tactics Trainer
“I carried the SOG PowerLock into the Australian
bush with me while training troops for The Great
Raid, and it proved to be the only tool I needed for
bush-craft, equipment and weapons repair. When
we got to shooting, I wasn’t surprised to notice
quite a number of the working Australian movie
crew also carried SOG multi-tools. This is the best
of a long line.
I’ve used SOG knives and tools for years... and I’d
expect few people give them the workout I do in
field work for movies and TV. My field gear always
includes a few SOG blades and they’ve never failed
me. The range, quality and design are all top-notch.
I especially appreciate the thought and practical
user aspects that go into SOG knives. They fit the
hand and fill the bill.”

Captain Dale Dye is not only a highly-decorated

soldier, technician and military historian with
combat experience around the world, he
provides technical advice to the entertainment
industry worldwide.
Dale Dye has set up boot camps for some of
Hollywood’s biggest stars. His expertise can be
seen in such great motion pictures as Platoon,
Saving Private Ryan, Born on the 4th of July,
and The Great Raid.
His unique approach to film-making provides
a special touch of veracity, flair and color to
all productions including themes involving
espionage & counter-espionage, terrorist &
counter-terrorist operations and military special
operations involving all historical periods and
branches of foreign and domestic military
services.

Captain Dale Dye, U.S. Marine Corps Ret.
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